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Measuring hull girder deformations on a 9300 TEU containership 
Jos Koning and Marcus Schiere 
MARIN, Maritime Research Institute, Wageningen, Netherlands 
ABSTRACT: A 9300 TEU container carrier was equipped in 2006 with instrumentation aimed at wave induced ac-
celerations, and motions. In 2010 the system was extended with strain sensors to include structural loads. Section loads 
for vertical bending could be readily obtained but the originally intended derivation of horizontal bending and torsion 
from the measured strains was found to be unreliable. This paper addresses an alternative approach that was adopted in 
the post processing of results. In particular the concept to use acceleration sensors to capture global hull deformations 
along the length of the hull, and the use of a data fusion procedure to obtain section loads from combined sensor data 
and finite element calculations. The approach is illustrated by comparison of actually measured accelerations and local 
strains with values obtained from the data fusion model. It is concluded that the approach is promising but in need of 
further validation and development. In particular the number and shapes of the modes used may not have been suffi-
cient to represent the true deflection and thus strain distributions along the high loaded areas. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Present ultra large container ships are bigger in size and have different structural design concepts than the generation of 
vessels of the past 30 years. New designs used to be qualified using experience with other similar ships. Nowadays computer 
calculations are used since there is no experience for concepts outside existing design space. Modeling the right loading me-
chanisms is essential. Dramatic incidents as with MSC Napoli and MOL Comfort emphasize the consequences of overlooking 
loading phenomena in the design stage and thus the need to keep comparing real life performance with design assumptions. 
Classic design approach does not include hydro elastic effects. Explicit evaluation of hull flexibility has thus been evaluated 
over the past years. Senjanovic et al. (2007) reviewed some basic considerations with respect to hydro elastic effects. The 
relevance of hull girder vibrations to overall fatigue consumption was demonstrated in full scale measurements as by Aalberts 
and Nieuwenhuis (2006) and Koo et al. (2011). Further work was done to understand and model the driving and responsive 
mechanisms for the prediction of in service behavior at design time: Tuitman and Malenica (2009) investigated the coupled 
physics of the flexible hull girder to wave slamming loads. Drummen et al. (2008), and Drummen et al. (2009) followed an 
experimental approaches with systematic model tests and numerical studies and showed that hull flexibility can increase vertical 
bending moments by 35% in irregular seas, and can contribute up to 40% of total damage. This underlined the need to investi-
gate and include the relevant loading mechanisms in design codes. An essential aspect in that process is to compare design 
calculation predictions with real life behavior. Verification is typically done by checking if global cross section loads are in line 
with predicted loads. Senjanovic and Grubisic (1991) illustrated the large stress concentrations in U shaped container cross 
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sections due to warping by combined torsion loads and horizontal bending. The behavior and quantification of these loads how-
ever is not widely evaluated because they are not easily measured. Cross section loads on container ship structures cannot be 
captured straight forward due to complicated effects or global torsion and warping on local strain distributions. Instrumentations 
on large container carriers as reported by Yu et al. (2006) and Okada et al. (2006) illustrate the challenge. Basically local strains 
by warping due to global wave loads are determined by the deformation of the entire hull to that applied load. Reconstructing 
torsion and horizontal bending loads directly from a limited number of strain sensors around a single cross section is thus 
complicated. This paper addresses the idea to capture global hull girder deformation in terms of deflections and reverse engineer 
section loads from that. Measured accelerations at 5 stations along the hull are used to represent deformations as a sum of a 
limited number of constant deformation modes. These modes are each matched with calculated finite element modes to enable 
extrapolation of the fitted deflections into local strains and cross section loads along the hull. Validity of the approach is verified 
by comparison of the extrapolated strains with the actually measured strains. The procedure is illustrated with results obtained 
during a severe weather case on board a 9300 TEU container vessel.  
MAIN TEXT  
Instrumented vessel 
The vessel is 9300 TEU Post Panamax container vessel that was built in 2006. Length between perpendiculars is 333 m, 
width is 42.8 m design draught is 13 m. She was instrumented for the Lashing@Sea project during her first call to Northern 
Europe in December 2006. The collected data includes regular operating parameters as speed, location, heading, loading 
condition, forecasted weather and specific sensor data from a grid as outlined in Fig. 1.  
 
 
Fig. 1 General arrangement including acceleration sensors and strains. 
 
 
Fig. 2 Strain sensors at engine room bulkhead and midship. 
 
Long base strain gauge
shear strain gauge
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Eleven tri-axial sensors were installed to record the acceleration field along the main deck and at the wheelhouse with a total 
of 33 acceleration signals. Long based strain gauges were fitted at two cross sections aiming at vertical bending at the engine 
room bulkhead and mid ship section. The hull loads instrumentation was extended in 2010 for the TULCS project with extra 
sensors aimed at cross section shear loads and torsion and local strains in hatch corners and bow flare. The strain measurements 
were deployed along the engine room bulkhead and mid ship section as shown in Fig. 2. 
The objective of the extension was to derive section loads from a combination of axial strains, shear strains and FE cali-
bration data. The structural model was not yet available at the time when the sensor arrangement had to be decided. The deci-
sion for the sensor plan was decided with a number of assumptions as follows: 
• The torsion moment is transferred by “a” shear stress distribution along the cross section so it should be measurable by 
capturing that shear stress distribution.  
• The distribution of the shear stress along a cross section was supposed to be a function of the vertical and horizontal 
section shear forces, the actual torsion moment and the effect of warping. So a total of 4 independent parameters.  
• Based on theoretical stress distributions of thin walled U shaped structures, it was expected that 5 shear strain sensors 
along the outer shell, longitudinal bulkhead and tank top would be sufficient to determine the shear stress distribution fully. 
Four more axial sensors were used to capture axial load, vertical bending, horizontal bending and the axial loads induced 
by constrained warping. So a total of 9 sensors for 7 parameters.  
• FE calculations were expected to enable derivation of transfer functions when the structure model became available.  
 
The FE model did come available later in the project but the derivation of the transfer matrix was unsuccessful. Different 
combinations of shear sensors, shear sensors together with axial strains and axial strains alone were used. Different load cases 
were applied to impose varying combinations of torsion loads and warping. The torsion moment could however not be repro-
duced accurately. The effect of warping on cross section shear strain distribution apparently had more degrees of freedom than 
could be captured with the four axial- and five shear strain sensors. The combined effect of global torsion deformation along the 
length of the hull apparently cannot just be represented by a single warping parameter in a cross section. Sensors might thus 
better be aimed at capturing global deformations instead of local torsion or warping. It was known from the Lashing@Sea 
campaign that the accelerometer data provided information on these deflections. It was thus attempted to reconstruct the global 
deflection shape from the various accelerations measured along the main deck. Section loads were then reverse engineered by 
means of fusion with finite element data. The measured strain sensor data in this approach was used for validation only. This 
was done by comparing measured local strains with data fusion strain results.  
The modal approach 
Hull deformations are the result of all loads acting on it in combination with hull flexibility and mass distribution. These are 
varying in time and along the length of the hull. So it is obvious that the deflection shape at any moment in time can be quite 
complicated. A part of the deflections are static due to still water hydrostatics, another part is a quasi static response to wave 
loads travelling along the hull,. and yet another part has an oscillating character related to the mass-spring character of the ship 
as a flexible beam.  
It is assumed that the complicated deflection of the hull can be reasonably represented with a limited number of basic 
deflection “modes”. An arbitrary hull deflection shape varying in time is represented in Eq. (1) as a sum of independent basic 
mode shapes. (see also Malenica et al., 2007). 
( ) ( ) ( )
1
, , , , , *
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kk
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d x y z t x y z p t
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= Φ∑   (1) 
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 : displacement in , ,u v w  direction at point ( ), ,x y z  at time t . 
( ), , kx y zΦ  : full 3D displacement field at any coordinate by mode k  ( )kp t  : participation factor of mode k  at time t  
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The formulation requires the modes ( ), , kx y zΦ  to be orthogonal. The set of Eigen or natural modes of the structure 
satisfy that requirement and may be used to represent the base deformations. A complicated deflection shape that changes in 
time can thus be represented by a combination of constant shaped modes, where the contribution of each mode changes in time.  
The linearity of the modal approach can be extended to cross section loads and local strains. Each of the constant defor-
mation modes ( ), , kx y zΦ has a corresponding stress/strain and cross section load distribution. Finite element calculations can 
be used to obtain these distributions ( ( ), , kE x y z  and ( ), , kF x y z . With these known, then the instantaneous strains and sec-
tion forces may be expressed with the participation factors ( )kp t  obtained from the acceleration sensors as in Eqs. (2) and (3). 
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For present scope of work the main challenge lies in the projection of measured accelerations onto the participation factors 
or modal coordinates ( )kp t . An important aspect here is the number of modes that is used. The more modes are used, the 
better is the ability to represent complicated deflections. The maximum number and complexity of modes however is limited by 
the installed sensor array. The installed sensors must be able to distinguish and quantify the contributions of the used mode 
shapes. The distribution of sensors at port and starboard side along five stations enables determination of 1 thru 4 node hori-
zontal and vertical bending and torsion. The quality of the obtained results however also depend on sensor accuracy, measure-
ment errors and noise. The simple modes are over defined by the sensor grid. Random measurement noise is thus suppressed. 
More complicated modes are not over defined and measurement errors are mapped directly into these modes. The derivation of 
forces and strains from accelerations implies a double integration of accelerations. Double integration of noise produces high 
signal content at low frequencies. This was not favored since container vessels have long motion periods in particular for roll. 
So for the evaluation of the present approach it was preferred to use a few over defined modes that suppress noise at the cost of 
the accuracy of the deflection shape along the length of the hull.  
Extracting basic operational deformation modes 
The requirement is to acquire a set of mode shapes needed to represent operational deflections. Eigen modes can be ob-
tained using FE calculation models. Such would require the availability of an accurate structural model and a representative 
load distribution. The structural model was not available in the first half of the project. Since FE models may not be available at 
all for application on arbitrary vessels it was chosen to obtain deformation modes using Operational Modal Analysis (OMA). 
This has the benefit that actual Eigen modes and frequencies can be obtained from in service measured data without the 
necessity to know excitation loads or have a finite element model available as long as excitation characteristics are sufficiently 
broad banded. Wave loading and in particular impulsive wave loading in severe weather do have that character. Present authors 
are using the commercial software Artemis (Andersen et al., 2007) since 2007 for structural identification. The approach is well 
known in aviation and civil engineering and is finding its way into marine engineering over the past decade.  
Dessi and Mariani (2007; 2012) demonstrated the application of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition method (POD) on 
segmented model test data. Orlowitz and Brandt (2014) presented a dynamic characterisation of a RoRo vessel in service using 
an extensive sensor grid. Both authors demonstrated successful retrieval of structural mode shapes, correlation with FE calcula-
tion results and found also the sensitivity of natural frequencies and damping to loading condition and speed.  
The Artemis software used in present work facilitates various approaches to identify natural modes. The reported modes 
here were retrieved using the “Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition” (EFDD) approach.  
A 30 minute measurement of the 3D accelerations at 10 locations in bow quartering heavy seas was imported into the 
software. The data was reduced by a factor 3 from 20 Hz to 6.7 Hz to enhance frequency resolution. Four projection channels 
were used in order to check for multiple modes at coincident frequencies. Artemis performs the correlation mathematics and 
produces spectrum representations of obtained singular value decompositions as shown in Fig. 3. Modes are manually picked in 
these spectra after which Artemis EFDD function optimizes the mode around the selected point.  
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Fig. 3 Singular values of Artemis project channel spectral densities. 
 
The operational deformation modes that are used for the present work are shown in Fig. 4.  
 
Mode description label Eigen freq 
Vertical bending 2 nodes VBM2 0.5 Hz 
Horizontal bending 2 node HBM2 0.5 Hz 
Torsion 1 node TRS1 0.5 Hz 
Vertical bending 3 nodes VBM3 1.0 Hz 
 
 
Fig. 4 Measured operational deflection modes. 
 
Vertical 2 and 3 node bending could be easily identified in the most dominant project channel (upper curve in Fig. 3). 
Torsion and horizontal bending however did not have a separate response peak frequency in the Artemis singular value 
decomposition spectra. Instead they were found in the projection channels under the 2 node vertical bending frequency. Further 
down in this paper the measured data is mapped into modal coordinates representing torsion and bending and it can be observed 
from the spectra there (Fig. 11) that torsion and horizontal bending exhibit hardly any resonant response. This may explain why 
these modes are not standing out clearly in the modal analysis. Another possibility is that a coupling mechanism joins the 
modes together. The present authors feel that non linear dynamic interactions between container stacks may cause the observed 
dampening and coupling effects. This is not further evaluated at this point.  
 Notes: Only four modes are used to represent operational deflections. The true deflections will comprise of resonant vibra-
tion type of contributions but also of responses to spatially varying quasi static (wave) loads. The resonant vibrations should 
ideally match with a single natural mode perfectly. The response to arbitrary quasi static loads however requires multiple modes 
VBM2 HBM2 TRS1 VBM3 
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to represent the combined deflection. Two and three node bending modes can represent the effect of a travelling wave crest to 
some degree but not all deformations will be accurately captured. E.g. sharp load gradients due to steep waves, bending by 
multiple wave crests along the length, torsion / bending deformations outside the shaped as implied by the horizontal bending 
and torsion modes. This requires future attention. 
The actual natural deflection shapes may vary from measurement to measurement. Dessi and Mariani (2007) demonstrated 
that structural modes already vary with speed. So the obtained modes above may not match the structural modes in other 
measurements. The objective here however is not to capture “the” true mode but to identify “a” set of modes that together can 
represent arbitrary operational deflections. Orthogonal Eigen modes are expected to be ideal for that purpose. The authors have 
the impression that full orthogonality may not be a strict requirement to represent operational deflections. This needs further 
attention but for now it is assumed that the obtained modes are fit for use even in loading conditions different from the case that 
was used to extract the Artemis modes. 
Transforming sensor accelerations to modal coordinates  
Four operational deflection modes at the 10 sensor locations where derived with the operational modal analysis above. Six 
more modes are added to represent rigid body modes for surge sway, heave, roll, pitching and yawing. Together this produces 
the modes ikΦ listed earlier where the overhead dash represents full 3D degrees of freedom. The measured accelerations at any 
time step are now written as function of these modes. That relation is then inverted to obtain the contribution of each mode from 
the measured sensor data per time step. 
It is noted that the measured accelerations are a combined effect of rigid body motions, hull deformations, vibrations, noise 
and the effect of earth gravity. Earth gravity is captured by transverse and longitudinal acceleration sensors as g.sin(angle) 
similar to inclinometers. Thus measured static and long period signals are captured for roll and pitch but also for bending and 
torsion. Inclination angles are approximated by the spatial derivative of the vertical displacement. Measured accelerations at 
sensor i, at time step t are thus expressed as in (Eq. (4))  
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∑  (4) 
where 
xyzki
Φ  represents the degrees of freedom of modal displacements kiΦ  in x , y  or z  direction. Note that horizontal 
accelerations in x  and y  direction include earth gravity contribution. For vertical acceleration static gravity is left out since it 
does not add to the functionality. The objective of further steps is aimed at the derivation of the participation factors ( )kp t  
from the combined measured accelerations per time step. The factors implicitly provide the rigid body motions that are needed 
anyway for the interpretation of ship response and the contribution of the flexible modes.  
The evaluation of the derivatives is done by introducing polynomials ijζ  to enable analytical derivatives in x and y 
direction. A fourth order vertical displacement combined with a third order warping deformation over the axial direction using 
the sensor coordinates ( ), , irx ry rz  is used with the idea to represent bending and torsion deflections with at least one 
polynome order more than the number of nodes in the used mode. The polynomials are functions of the horizontal coordinates 
of the sensors as expressed in (Eq. (5)) 
2 3 2 3 41mi i i i i i i i i i i iX ry rx rx rx ry rx ry rx ry rx rx⎡ ⎤= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⎣ ⎦  (5) 
The matrix miX  is made orthogonal by successively removing all contributions of the column vectors in the adjacent 
vectors to the right. The resulting vectors are normalized resulting in the orthogonal and normalized matrix jiζ . For clarity of 
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notation a matrix jmR  is obtained that transforms the coordinate vector miX  in the orthogonal basis jiζ . (Eq. (6)) 
* ,ji jm miR Xζ =  
( ) 1* *jm ji im mi imR X X Xζ −=  (6) 
The actual fit of the polynomials to the obtained operational modes is then achieved by the coefficients jkC  over the 
degrees of freedom in x, y and z direction: (Eq. (7)): 
( )* ,ik ij ij ij jkdiag C whereζ ζ ζ⎡ ⎤Φ = ⎣ ⎦  
                               ( *jkx ikxjk jky ji ji ji iky
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 (7) 
The derivatives 
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δ
δ Φ  and zkiy
δ
δ Φ  are analytically obtained as (Eq. (8)) 
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Eq. (4) is then transformed to the frequency domain by Fourier decomposition. A system of equations is obtained that can 
be solved for each frequency ω . (Eq. (10))  
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After solving the system, the complex ( )kP ω  results are inverse fourier transformed to represent the time domain coeffi-
cients ( )kp t  that projects the measured accelerations directly into operational modal displacements. Note that the accelera-
tions are implicitly integrated into displacements by solving the system of equations in the frequency domain.  
It is noted that integration results for surge, sway, yaw and heave are ill defined for low frequencies. In the absence of 
referencing data, the double integration will amplify noise into infinite drift. The equations were tweaked to suppress these 
motions at periods longer than 25 seconds.  
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The solution of the frequency domain formulation results in following performance:  
• Measured accelerations having 30 degrees of freedom are transformed to 10 operational modes including six rigid body 
motions and four deflection modes.  
• Rigid motions for roll and pitch are found for the full frequency range including 0ω =  
• Motions for surge, sway, heave and yaw are limited to periods under 25 seconds.  
• Vertical bending deflections and torsion are available for the full frequency range including (quasi) static deflections.  
Now that the measured data is projected onto operational modes, the strain data and internal loads can be obtained by relating 
the operational deflection modes to FE model output.  
Matching operational modes to finite element strains 
In above paragraph, the operational deflection was expressed in modal coordinates. Each coordinate represents the contribu-
tion of a corresponding principal deflection mode to the actual operational deflection. The used principal modes were obtained 
with OMA and should correspond with Eigen modes. They can also be obtained numerically using Finite Element (FE) mo-
deling of the vessel. A benefit of measured modes, is that they indicate the global deformation without the need for any other 
information than the sensor locations on the hull and a measurement in significant conditions with broad banded excitation. 
They can however not be used to obtain structural loads or local strains directly since structure details are not used. FE calcula-
tions on the other hand do allow evaluation of displacements, local strains and internal loads due to any load distribution. The 
best of the two approaches is combined by matching measured OMA modes with calculated FE modes. 
It is assumed that the Artemis obtained OMA modes and the FE calculated modes correspond to the same structural Eigen 
mode. The degrees of freedom for deformation modes measured and calculated are represented by matrices ikΦ  and fkΨ  
where i represents the indices of sensor points in the real structure, f the indices of nodal points in the FE model, and k the index 
of the Eigen mode. Typically the FE model will have many more nodal points than the measurement setup. 
• Modes obtained from measurements on true structure  ikΦ  i has order of 10 
• Modes calculated with FE model fkΨ  f has order of 100,000 
 
Any two sets of modes will most likely not be the same.  
• FE produces many more modes than can be obtained from the few fitted sensors 
• OMA can only extract modes that exceed a minimal signal to noise level in measured data so not all modes may be cap-
tured successfully.  
• There are differences between the true and modeled structures.  
• Normalization of the two sets of modes is different due to the larger number of nodal points in the FE model compared to 
the measurement points.  
 
A best match is done to correlate the FE and OMA deflection modes. The 3D deformation at sensor points i, is represented 
by OMA modes as well as the calculated FE modes in points f, where the FE nodal coordinates for nodes(f) match the sensor 
coordinates on the real ship (i). 
                                     ik
fl
Φ
Ψ ( ) ( ), , , ,f ix y z x y z=                                (11) 
Matching modes should have similar shape if FE model and true structure are corresponding This is evaluated by means of 
the MAC value defined as: 
Φ ⋅Ψ= Φ ∗ Ψ
ki fl
kl
ik lf
MAC  (12) 
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MAC correlation was evaluated for the four modes of OMA with 5 modes obtained from FE where the FE model output 
included additional deformation for 4 node vertical bending (VBM4). The results are represented in Fig. 5. 
 
 
Fig. 5 FE and OMA modes MAC correlation. 
 
Correlation is better than 0.96 for the bending modes and 0.91 for one node torsion. A correlation of 0.69 between the 4 
node vertical bending calculated with FE and the 2 node vertical bending from OMA is also found. It suggests that the shape of 
the two node vertical bending modes is either not exactly the same or a linear dependency is introduced possibly due to the 
sensor points not being distributed symmetrically along the length of the hull. Nevertheless correlation of the modes is con-
sidered agreeable.  
Due to different normalization, different modal coordinates are needed to represent the same displacement id  with OMA 
modes or with calculated FE modes as expressed in Eq. (13): 
* *i ik k fk kd p q= Φ ≅ Ψ  (13) 
where i  and f represent the indices of geometrically corresponding points in OMA mode ( )i  and the FE mode ( )f . The 
factors q  represent the breakdown of operational deflections in FE modal coordinates. These are related to the OMA 
participation factors / modal coordinates as indicated in Eq 14. The listed expression transforms the OMA modal coordinates 
kp  into kq  coordinates that minimize the mapping error in a least squares sense.  
( ) 1 * *−= Ψ Ψ Ψ Φk kf fk kf ik kq p *kk kQ p=  (14) 
where i  and f represent the same measurement points in the real vessel and in the FE model respectively. 
The FE calculations implicitly provide strain, stress and cross section load distributions alongside with the modes fkΨ . 
Each deformation mode fkΨ  will have corresponding strain distribution jkε  and internal cross section forces lkF . The coordi-
nates q୩ that represent the deformation can also be used to provide corresponding strains and section forces as explained in Eq. 
(15) (ref also Eq. (2) & (3)).: 
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* * *j jk k jk kk kE q Q pε ε= =  
* * *l lk k lk kk kf F q F Q p= =  (15) 
The strains approximated like this can be compared against measured strains in corresponding locations. Obtained section 
forces can be compared against design code predictions. The breakdown in contributions by the separate modes can clarify the 
relevance of each of the modes to the local strains.  
 
Summarizing: The fusion of FE and measured modal deformation data enables: 
• Derivation of strains at arbitrary locations related to measured accelerations 
• Derivation of internal (cross section) loads  
• Evaluation of contributions kp  of the different deflection modes to strains and section forces 
Short term validation 
Highlighted event 
A heavy weather measurement in South China sea is used to review typical performance of the listed approach. The vessel 
heads into starboard bow quartering waves. Wave height was around 5 to 6 meters significant according to data fusion of X-
band wave data with down looking radar and ship motions by SIRHENA. The dominant wave period was around 12 seconds as 
shown in Fig. 6. Further details of the measurement case are: 
 
Date 02-Oct-2011 20:00:00.  
Lat - Lon 21.0250N 114.1433E 
Vs 9.7 knt 
Hdg 29.5 deg  
 
 
Fig. 6 Short term wave condition. 
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Evaluation of acceleration and motion fit 
The accuracy of the sensor transformation to principal modes is verified by comparison of measured accelerations with 
reverse engineered accelerations from the modal coordinates as obtained using equation 4. Result of a 30 minute interval is 
shown in Fig. 7 for both x, y and z direction accelerations.  
 
Fig. 7 Overall correlation of measured and fitted accelerations at sensor nr 5 (SB bow). 
 
The correlation is very good at first glance. Accelerations however are dominated by rigid body motions. The deflections of 
the hull will be much smaller than the rigid body motions so closer evaluation is needed to check further. A zoomed in result of 
a time series for acceleration in transverse direction (labeled “Measured”) is shown in Fig. 8.  
 
 
Fig. 8 Comparison measured - fitted accelerations. 
 
The dots (“Fitted”) in the lower dashed curve represent the accelerations that were recalculated from the fitted 10 modal 
coordinates Pk . They overlap with the originally measured signal as shown also by Fig. 7. The contribution of the flexible part 
is shown separately. A drawn line represents the flexible acceleration obtained from the 4 modal coordinates Pk  that repre-
sent the deformation using the OMA mode shapes. Dot markers represent the accelerations obtained from the four modal 
coordinates qk  as related to the FE mode shapes. It is concluded that the representation of accelerations with the proposed 
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modes successfully represents effects of rigid body motions, earth gravity and flexibility. The transformation of OMA modes to 
FE modes does not seem to have a negative effect.  
 The flexible deformations contribute less to overall accelerations than rigid body motions. Only the flexible part however 
is of interest with respect to deformations and strains in the hull. Equation 4 is used to calculate a selection of signals for an 
evaluation of rigid and flexible contributions with respect to the direct measured accelerations by the sensors. The following 
time series signals are derived: 
 
1. Acc-Sns :  Full accelerations using all modal coordinates. 1Pk =  thru 10. 
2. Acc-Rgd :  Rigid body accelerations alone using modal coordinates 1Pk =  thru 6 .  
3. Acc-Flx :  Flexible accelerations using modal coordinates 7Pk =  thru 10 .  
4. Error :  Overall Error being     Measured sensor accelerations  -  Full accelerations  
5. Error_Rgd :  Error Rigid being     Measured sensor accelerations  -  Rigid body accelerations 
 
A coarse indication of the quality of the results and overall “error” is done by comparing the intensity of the various signals 
by means of a vector norm as shown in Eq. (16) for the measured accelerations.  
( ) ( ) ( )30 min 2 2 2
0
x y z
t
sns i i i
t
acc acc t acc t acc t
=
=
= + +∑  (16) 
where ( )
*
2
iacc t  represents the measured sensor accelerations. The same formulation is used for the calculated signals. The 
results are shown in Fig. 9. 
 
 
Fig. 9 Mean (1 hour) vector amplitudes of measured and fitted accelerations and errors.  
 
• Clearly rigid body motions dynamic dominate the mean acceleration levels. Contribution of flexibility is less than 25% 
even for the foremost and aft sensors. (note this may be different for peak measurements for instance in slamming) 
• Contribution of flexibility part (Acc_flx) is is highest for fore, aft and midship sensors. Suggesting dominating effect of 
two node deformation.  
• The overall error is small in comparison to the entire signal dynamics.  
• Overall error is around 30% of the contribution of flexibility at fore and aft sensors. At the other sensors it has similar 
magnitude.  
• Errors increase when leaving out flexibility (Err_Rgd) which indicates that they are properly accounted for in the analysis 
and that regular noise might be responsible for the errors. That however cannot be further evaluated at this point.  
 
The fair correlation confirms the validity of the adopted fitting approach to represent the acceleration and motion response 
of the vessel. This implies the basic validity of the rigid body motions as well as the deformation modes in terms of accelera-
tions as given by kp . The good error indications for the acceleration fit however leave open the possibility that obtained 
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deformations can still be affected by noise due to systematic calibration errors, or that it may not be possible to represent the real 
life deformation sufficiently with the used modes. 
Rigid body ship motions as represented by the modes ( )' 1: 6kp k = are illustrated in Fig. 10. The motions in the selected 
case are characterized by strong pitching with moderate rolling. Heave, roll and pitching time series and spectra are illustrated in 
Fig. 10. Heave and pitching motions have dominant period of 10 seconds. Roll motions have dominant period around 30 
seconds. Significant motions are 2 meters heave, 5 degrees of roll, 2 degrees of pitching.  
 
   
Fig. 10 Heave, roll and pitch motions. 
 
Operational deformations as obtained from modal coordinates ( )' 7 :10kp k =  for the same data as before are repre-
sented in Fig. 11.  
 
 
Fig. 11 Time series – spectra of deformation modes. 
 
The bending modes are dominated by wave periods at 10 seconds. Torsion appears to be correlated mainly to the roll 
motion at 30 seconds. Natural frequencies of the mode shapes as found previously in the operational modal analysis show up 
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clearly. Vertical two node bending ( )( )7kp  has a clear spectral peak at 0.5 Hz. Three node bending has a peak to the right at 
1 Hz. Horizontal two node bending has a shallow peak at 0.5 Hz. Torsion however does not have a clear resonant response.  
The fusion of measurements with FE data as explained earlier enable extrapolation of a smooth displacement field including 
strains, and section forces. The combined modes can be visualized to show the structure deformation as it would in reality (Fig. 
12) and animation of successive moments in time can be used to create a movie.  
 
 
Fig. 12 Animation of FE model fitted to the measured sensor data. 
 
The strain field indicated by the FE results can be used for comparison with measured strains. Short term comparisons of 
measured and data fusion strains for the long base strain gauges in the mid ship section following a slamming event are shown 
in Fig. 13. The signals correspond to the long base strain gauges as represented in the right most cross section in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 13 Comparison time series measured and fitted strains in midship. 
 
The time series illustrate that wave frequent strain variations from 3750 t sec.= onward, are matching both in terms of 
amplitude and phasing for sensors 99_PS_HI, 99_SB_HI and 99_SB_LO. The measured amplitudes for 99_PS_LO are less 
than the other sensors, and also the correlation with fitted data is less. Correlation around the slam event at 3725 t sec.= is not 
good. The upper sensors exhibit a temporarily increasing average strain level ahead of and following the event. The bottom 
sensors show a decrease.  
In order to evaluate performance of the deformations in terms of statistics and frequency domain contents, the spectra for 
the measured and fitted strains at mid ship and engine room are represented in Figs. 14 and 15.  
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Fig. 14 Spectra strains in midship section. 
 
The spectra for the mid ship section illustrate similar to the previously listed time series, that correlation in general is fair. The 
majority of response is located around the wave excitation. A smaller response is recognised at 0.5 Hz that corresponds to the 2 
node vertical bending mode. It is basically a standing wave type of deformation and should be represented by the OMA and FE 
modes accurately. Correlation is indeed excellent which underlines the validity of the approach in general, and the quality of the 
fitted 2 node vertical bending mode in particular. Wave frequency response shows less perfect but yet fair agreement. The mea-
sured asymmetry in signal intensity along the cross diagonal is represented properly by the fitted data. Actual amplitudes however 
are not a full match. Differences to some 30 - 40% in the spectral domain correspond to around 25% in terms of amplitudes.  
Unexpected response is represented at lower frequencies. This energy is introduced via the participation factors ( )' 7 :10kp k = . 
Low frequency content was found in particular in the torsion signal which raises concern about the torsion fit at that lower 
frequency range.  
Further evaluation is then done at the engine room bulkhead. Spectra are represented in Fig. 15. The sensors correspond to 
the axial strains obtained from long based strain gauges as shown in the left most cross section in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 15 Spectra strains engine room bulkhead. 
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Correlation of resonant response at 0.5 Hz is again excellent which, similar to the midship, is explained by the 100% ability 
of the used modes to represent the true deformation for resonant vibrations. Correlation between measured and fitted strains at 
wave frequency range however is clearly worse as at the mid ship. Strains at 74_SB_HI and 74_PS_LO are agreeable but 74_ 
PS_HI and 74_SB_LO are underestimated substantially.  
Same as for the mid ship sensors the fitted strains include a low frequency component which exceeds the measured data by 
far. This implies the presence of erroneous content in (one of) the four fitted modal parameters.  
 
• The levels of measured strains and calculated ones have similar order of magnitude but are not identical. Although the 
approach appears to be working it is definitely not flawless  
• Strains fitted by means of the modal decomposition have excellent agreement for natural frequency response at midship 
and engine room. 
• Agreement at mid ship is fair around wave frequency area. 
• Fitted strains under 0.05 Hz or T=20 sec. are exceeding the measured data. Poor performance of the fitted torsion to roll 
response is most probably the cause of this.  
• The relevance of horizontal bending and torsion to local strain levels is illustrated by the asymmetry of measured strains 
around the centre line.  
 
Evaluation of Section loads. Just as the strains, the section loads are a function of the basic four fitted deflection modes. So 
there are just four degrees of freedom to describe all section load components at engine room bulkhead and mid ship section 
simultaneously. The correlation of measured and fitted strains at the mid ship was fair and poor at engine room. The evaluation 
of forces is thus limited to the mid ship section. The cross section torsion and bending moments Mx , My  and Mz  are re-
presented in Fig. 16.  
 
 
Fig. 16 Midship section loads ( Mx , My , Mz ). 
 
The time series represent the calculated section loads after a slamming event. The whipping vibration component in the 
vertical bending moment shows a slow motion decay of 35 seconds where torsion and horizontal bending stop inside 10 
seconds. This indicates that damping for the torsion and horizontal modes is likely to be higher.  
The spectra indicate that the mid ship section forces are dominated by wave frequent contributions. The long period 
contribution at 0.02 Hz is considered to be an error just as with the strains although some horizontal bending and torsion may be 
related to the roll motion of the vessel.  
Resonant response is recognized for the vertical bending load. Horizontal bending and torsion do not represent resonant 
load contributions.  
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Discussion 
The excellent agreement between measured and fitted strains around natural frequency demonstrates that the approach is 
valid in that case. But for the wave frequent part of the response the results are not as good.  
 
Following explanations are considered to play a factor: 
1. Ability of the used sensor grid to capture complex hull deflections travelling along the hull as compared to standing (real) 
Eigen mode vibrations.  
2. Double integration of sensor noise causing excessive low frequency contributions in obtained results 
3. Complexity in the actual ship structure causing actual strain fields to behave more complicated than represented by the coarse 
FE model 
4. Mathematical and algorithm artifacts. Authors have tried to represent all effects to their ability. Something can have been 
overlooked however in the formulated approach. For instance the solution approach in the frequency domain introduces a 
non causality that affects the behavior around impulsive events. 
Ad 1) 
Clearly the fitted strains and forces will not match the measured if the used modes cannot represent real deformations. The 
dominant assumption in the followed approach is that global hull deformation can be approximated with four deflection shapes. 
The complex deformations induced by waves as they travel along the hull and shift the point of maximum curvature, re-
quires multiple deformation modes for accurate representation. Only four are used which makes this the main soft spot in the 
approach.  
Strains in the midship region were fair while correlation at the engine room bulkhead was quite poor. The strains at the 
midship section were expected to be dominated by 2 node bending. That mode is also the most dominant in terms of amplitude, 
The fair quality as found for the results at the mid ship section is thus the first to be hoped for. Measurements however also 
represent a cross symmetric contribution. That contribution is related to torsion and horizontal bending. It is also included in the 
calculated results of the fitted data which raises confidence in the fitted loads. 
The lesser agreement towards the engine room may be explained by the reduced contribution of the two node bending mode 
to the section loads there. So the effect of other modes that have maximum deformations around the engine room thus becomes 
more relevant. A four node bending mode may be needed to represent strain gradients by steep waves passing along the hull at 
the engine room bulkhead.  
The measured and fitted strains as shown in Fig. 15 appear to be non symmetrical across the diagonal. This can only be 
explained by torsion type of loads. Notably the axial strain distribution around the engine room is affected by the bi moment 
coming from constrained warping under torsion loads. Only one dedicated mode is used to represent torsion deformation in 
combination with one more for horizontal bending. More deformation modes may be needed to representation the effect of 
torsion deformations as wave crests progress along the hull.  
Ad 2) 
The derivation of strains relies on double integration of accelerations. In particular at low frequencies the requirements to 
applied sensors accuracies is high. Although it is not elaborated in this paper, the sensitivity and noise levels of the adopted 
sensors were supposed to be able to capture expected accelerations by deformations up to 30 seconds. Two important effects are 
to be noted. The first and most simple is the effect of random noise. At lower frequencies this provokes erroneous output that is 
not correlated with other signal or excitation sources. The second and more challenging is the contribution and interaction of 
other larger effects in specific sensor directions. A vessel may bend in hog sag direction by a meter while at the same time the 
absolute motion levels may be 10 times as high. A small error in absolute motions due to sensor calibrations may quickly have a 
large effect on deflections. The smaller the modal amplitudes become, the more impact the same errors have.  
Ad 3) 
The correlation as shown in this paper is based on long based strain gauge axial data. The sensors were fitted in the passage 
ways. The ones at the engine room bulkhead in particular are in an area with high stress gradients. The FE model was a coarse 
one. It could be that part of the mismatch was introduced via the FE model and not via the proposed approach.  
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Ad 4) 
Authors have tried to implement an approach to map measured accelerations onto modal coordinates. The mode shapes 
were obtained using Artemis and may not have been fully accurate. The actual fit required the availability of the spatial deriva-
tives of the modes in X and Y direction. These were obtained using a polynome approach that does not actually meet boundary 
equations of a simple or a complex beam. All these effects may have an uncertain effect on results.  
 
The most likely reasons for limited accuracy are considered to be  
1. the number of modes that were used to represent actual deflections,.  
2. the effect of large rigid body motions and sensor calibration uncertainty in combination with double integration.  
 
Improved performance is thus expected to be achieved by  
1. increasing the number and quality of the deformation modes used in the analysis including spatial derivatives,  
2. Introduce measured strains into the system of equations to have adirect indicator for local deflections without need for 
double integration or derivation of gradients. 
3. increasing the resolution of the FE model around the sensor locations.  
CONCLUSIONS  
A data fusion approach was formulated to obtain rigid body motions, global deflections, strains and internal loads from a 
grid of acceleration sensors in combination with Finite Element model data.  
The method should in principle be capable to indicate strains and section loads from static to high frequency range. Although 
in need of further validation, the method may be valuable for research campaigns but also for operational support since it can 
raise awareness of crews to increased structural loads along the ship hull and can track accumulated stresses.  
The approach is based on the assumption that deformations can be represented by a limited set of deflection modes.  
Deflection modes for two and three node vertical bending, two node horizontal bending and one node torsion as obtained 
via operational modal analysis were used in the analysis. 
Finite element analysis was used to obtain Eigen modes similar to the operational modes. These enabled coupling of the 
fitted modes with strain data and section loads.  
The fusion algorithm was implemented with full scale measured data on board a 9300 TEU container vessel which 
enabled to create transfer matrices obtaining strains at sensor locations and cross section forces from 30 acceleration sensor 
signals.  
 
A short term measurement in severe weather including slamming was used to verify performance of the approach by 
comparison of measured strains with the results obtained from the data fusion. 
• Mapping of measured and fitted accelerations was excellent.  
• Comparison of measured and fitted strains at the natural frequency for whipping was excellent both at mid ship and 
engine room. 
• Comparison of strains at wave frequent response was fair in the mid ship section but poor around the engine room. 
Measured strains were higher than data fusion predictions.  
• Low frequency contributions were found in the fitted data while none were actually measured.  
 
Improved correlation of strain data around the engine room area is expected by extending the number of fitted deflection 
modes. In particular adding 4 node vertical bending, two node torsion, and three node horizontal bending in order to be able to 
represent shifting bending points along the hull under passing waves.  
Direct usage of FE calculated modes instead of the OMA obtained modes is expected to yield better results since more 
modes can be obtained from the calculation. 
Further improvements are expected by introducing strains into the system of equations that define the principal modal coor-
dinates.  Usage of strains is expected to reduce the impact of double integrated noise at long periods. 
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Section loads including vertical, horizontal bending and torsion were obtained for mid ship section. They were not validated 
against calculations but appear to have promising quality. Future efforts will be aimed at correlation of calculation results with 
“measured” data for horizontal bending and torsion.   
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